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 The diligent few Next Club Meeting We’re all grateful to those few how mow the field, this is 

necessary and time consuming task and we’re always 
looking for more volunteers.  Contact Stuart Davies if 
you’re willing to join the roster or be available in case of 
emergency. 

DAC Clubhouse, 
8 PM Monday 
March 29 
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Club Calendar 
Monday, March 29 Club meeting – Clubhouse 8PM 
Monday, May 17 Club meeting – Clubhouse 8PM 
Monday, July 19 Club meeting – Clubhouse 8PM 
Monday, September 20 Club meeting – Clubhouse 8PM 
Monday, November 15 Club meeting – Clubhouse 8PM 
Sunday, December 12 Christmas Fun Fly & BBQ 
Saturday / Sunday April 3&4 VMAA Packenham 
 

‘Fun Flying’ December 2003 
A solid turnout from all interest groups saw the day enjoyed by all.  Brilliant flying weather, good 
company, great times. 
 

  
Enjoying the shade In the pits 

  

  
Presentation of the 2003 7 cell trophies Nik and Dave on the BBQ 

 

 
 Just relaxing 
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The Fun Flying Side 
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Competition Results 

VMAA Trophy 

Doncaster Aeromodellers -- taking a VMAA Annual Trophy Hat Trick with wins in 2001, 2002 
and 2003! 

A fantastic weekend to be had this April 3 & 4.  A few prompters from last year to encourage 
participation in the event….. 

Musical landings………Club racing………..Unusual models………….Fierce competition….. 

F3A Aerobatics 

2004 Results 

• Nepean (March 2004) -- Blown out (too windy) 
• Ballarat (February 2004) -- Paul Marlan, 2nd in F3A; John Brann, 1st in Expert; 

Fernando Monge, 3rd in Expert, Rob Clarke and David Gibbs further down the list in 
Expert; Stuart Davies, 2nd in Advanced 

2003 Results 

• Pakenham (December 2003) -- Paul Marlan, 2nd in F3A; Fernando Monge, 3rd in Expert; 
Stuart Davies, 1st in Sportsman (and promoted to Advanced) 

• Nepaen (November 2003) -- Paul Marlan, 1st in F3A; Cliff McIver, 4th in F3A; John 
Brann, 1st in Expert; Fernando Monge, 2nd in Expert; Rob Clarke, David Gibbs and 
Graham Kay furher down the list in Expert; Stuart Davies, 1st in Sportsman. 

• Wagga (October 2003) -- Paul Marlan, 3rd in F3A; Fernando Monge, 2nd in Expert; John 
Brann, 3rd in Expert; Rob Clarke, ?? in Expert; David Gibbs, 1st in Advanced (and 
promoted to Expert) 

 
 

Editor’s Outlook 
This newsletter’s been a long time coming……….apologies to all newsletters will be out in 
advance of club meetings from this point on. 
 
It’s great to see another influx of new members and beginners, our membership is up to 102!!!  
Welcome to those who are new and good luck with the learning process. 
 
I was able to snap some great shots at the field recently, having finally learned how to take quality 
images of planes in flight 
 
This one’s a real gem – yes that IS a model, David Law’s beautiful warbird in action over the DAC 
field.  He’s got this model well sorted now; it looks and flies like the real thing – a wonder to 
behold. 
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Gear Up! Strafing Run 

 
Another war bird (this time a lot smaller and 
electric) does an inverted pass over the strip 
 
I’m amazed at the amount of speed this model 
picks up.  The first electric model of this size 
I’ve seen fly a proper approach and landing!!! 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Colin’s Spitfire in a low inverted pass 

There’s been a resurgence of bipes lately.  Fantastic to see, as everyone knows I love ‘em.  A few 
are pictured.  In case people haven’t seen David Gibbs electric bipe in action its wonderous – the 
thing flies knife edge with barely any rudder and will easily hover and do knife edge loops (NB 
there’s some serious mixing going on which I’ll go into as a feature article).  Bill’s taken up the fold 
with a Hog Bipe that’s even brighter than the Pitts.  Good work Bill, trust me they do get easier to 
fly….with lots of practice. 
 

 
David’s Ultimate on first flight Bill’s Hog on takeoff 

 
Brandon Lappin 
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Presidents Testimonial 

From where I sit it looks like 2004 is going to be the year of the Foamy!  With the combination of 
easy to access plans, depron foam, and the emerging power trains using small brushless motors, 
gearboxes and Lithium Polymer batteries,  stunning performance is available in some relatively 
small and readily accessible models.  As a committed pattern flyer they will not replace the 2 metre 
pattern models -- but they certainly provide full 3D capabilities in a model where it doesn't worry 
me to dial-in 45 degree control surface movements and see what happens!  On a more serious note, 
they have real potential to improve our flying skills as rolling circles and loops and other more 
complicated aerobatic manoeuvres are easy to practice -- and if anything goes wrong the light wing 
loading and high power lets them fly out with very little fuss.  If you haven't seen any yet then you 
haven't been at the field lately - as they are regularly appearing on both Saturdays and Sundays.  We 
will add more picture to the web site over the coming weeks. 

You will also notice the addition of smoke alarms, fire blankets, and heat resistant charging pads to 
the electric charging area in the club to address some of the safety concerns around the use of 
Lithium Polymer batteries -- with preference remaining to charging them outside the Club House if 
possible, and if in the Club House under very close supervision. 

Planning for our VMAA Trophy assault on April 3 and 4 is well underway -- and you should all 
have it in your diaries to come down to Pakenham on either day to see some great models and 
flying, as well as supporting the Club.  Having won the competition the last three years in a row we 
expect (and hope for!) some tough competition to keep us honest.  We are making a special effort 
this year to ensure we are represented in all 9 events (including most unusual model) and put in a 
good showing in all. 

For those on the power side it is encouraging to see a crop of enthusiastic new modellers appearing 
and lining up for flight training.  The slight complication with this remains the shortage of 
Instructors, particularly with Graham Kay spending less time at the field now he is spending most 
of his working week in Adelaide.  Could I please ask that all the emerging group of more senior 
pilots (that likely includes all who have gone Solo more than 9 to 12 months) to keep an eye out for 
where they can help -- and to be willing to stand along side some of these newcomers as they 
practice flying nice rectangles at constant height! 

And while mentioning Graham Kay, I would like to formally thank Graham for his outstanding 
work as Club Treasurer, Registrar and one of our Senior Flying Instructors over the past 3 and half 
years (and that is all I can remember -- it was probably much longer!).  Graham has taken a role that 
takes him to Adelaide for most of the working week and puts a premium on home time over the 
weekend.  As Graham steps out I would also like to welcome Ian Slack to the Committee as 
Registrar.  Ian is an avid, long term modeller who I am sure will bring much to the Committee well 
beyond the Registrar role.  Until the AGM in July David Keynton has agreed to take over the role of 
Treasurer. 

Finally the new pattern Aerobatic season is well underway, and most of us have now become 
familiar with the new schedules (if you haven't noticed, we have all started flying different 
manoeuvres since the beginning of the year!) and are beginning to enjoy them.  but I have noticed 
that the Sportsman and Advanced ranks in the Club have become a little thin (that is code for we 
have no active Sportsman pilots and one in Advanced.  So any of you looking to hone your flying 
skills come along to a Competition, see what happens, and have a go! 

David Gibbs  
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Committee Priorities for 2004 

The underlying priorities for all committee activities in the coming year are; 

1. Maintain the strong basic administration skills and processes and build on these to improve 
enjoyment for all members.  

2. Foster and extend an open, impartial and practical approach to promoting the club and 
activities.  

3. Retain and encourage rapport across the different interest groups in the club and create 
opportunities to 'cross fertilise' the knowledge and relationships.  

4. Create opportunities to involve those outside the formal committee in contributing across the 
full range of club activities.  

5. Look to and learn from other successful aeromodelling clubs and associations for examples of 
effective practices in and across interest groups.  

6. Continue to be diligent in protecting the environment around the Bulleen field, with particular 
focus on safety and noise.  

7. And, after we have done all that, recognise there are a number of members who will still just 
want it to be easy for them to fly -- with no wish to have a greater involvement in the club. 

Safety 
The Safety Officers (yes, we have two of them!) must have been so busy enforcing safety 
disciplines at the field that they haven't had time to update their thoughts since April last year.  In 
re-reading the April thoughts (which I have left below) they are still relevant.  That said, until the 
Safety Officers get round to an update, the Club President offers the following additions: 

• The next time I hear a story of someone not putting a frequency key in the Board for some 
reason (the most typical one seems to be "I know all the people and they all fly on different 
frequencies") and turning their transmitter on I am going to do an impression of having 
someone's guts for garters.  IT IS SIMPLY UNACCEPTABLE UNDER ANY 
CIRCUMSTANCES, REGARDLESS OF WHO YOU ARE.  If someone needs to be hung 
in public out the front of the shed to get the point through then so be it.  This is a last 
warning.  There is absolutely no need to risk a model getting shot down, risk hurting 
someone or something or jeopardise the tenancy of our field.  

• Lithium Polymer batteries are a great addition to electric modelling.  The committee has 
convened and the following apply to their safe use at DAC; 

o Smoke detectors have been installed in the clubhouse 
o All charging of LiPo’s must take place on heat tolerant pads in charging area 
o All possible care and common sense must be applied to charging, no charging of 

batteries from crashed models etc 
o All charging of LiPo’s to be done using appropriate charger 

• In case Nik isn't there, flight line cones are to be out at all flying times, along with signs 
(consistent with the population in the area at the time) and the 30 metre rule from the car 
park boundary enforced for all R/C flying. 

 
David Gibbs 
 

Aircraft Construction Part II – Covering 
 
Watch this space for the next newsletter.  I’m looking for volunteers to write an article on the basics 
of covering……….up minor incidents. 
 
Brandon Lappin 
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Feature Article – S&B Electric Spitfire (41” Span) 

Having close ties to Geoff Barker and Darryl Smith at S & B Aircraft, I have been fortunate to 
sample some of their pre-production airframes. 
 
After many discussions with Geoff Barker with ref to a slightly larger EPP (Expanded Poly 
Propylene) aircraft compared to their extremely successful Speed 400 size Warbird range, I was 
fortunate enough to receive one of 4 pre production 41” Spitfires. 
 

This aircraft has had a review recently in Airborne Magazine, 
in which it states a 47” span which is incorrect. It was a good 
article however with much praise for the aircraft design and its 
handling. 
 
Those of you who know me, know of my love affair with 
WW2 prop driven aircraft, no matter what country of 
production, both Allies and Axis. In a previous article I wrote 
of the impact the movie “Battle of Britain” (first seen when I 
was 12 years old) had made on me in relation to these amazing 
aircraft and pilots.  Finally I have the Spitfire I never had!!! 

 
The EPP fuselage is outstanding inasmuch as everything is hot wire cut including the fairings over 
the wing – which is most impressive as it finishes the aircraft off and is a huge time saver. Other 
than a light sanding with Wet & Dry paper, almost no work is required as the motor mount is 
already fitted and the elevator tube inserted through the fuselage to the correct rear exit. The fitting 
of the laser cut horizontal and vertical stab is required prior to covering. 
 
 
As good as the fuselage is, I think the elliptical wing is even better. This is foam cored, balsa 
sheeted wing with a hard wood leading edge which is already profiled to shape. All that is required 
is to mark and cut the ailerons and then to join the 2 wing halves together. I normally join with a 
light coat of epoxy and then with a fibreglass bandage around the join with epoxy as well. Once 
cured, this gives an outstanding strength join as well as some strength around the wing hold down 
bolt area. I used 2 servos for the ailerons as it gives me much better flexibility as well as 
programming options. Very accurately I mark and cut cavities for a snug fit for the ailerons and slit 
through the balsa skin to accept the wires exiting to the Rx. 
 
Covering is achieved by using 3M77 spray adhesive and 2” wide packaging tape. The concept here 
is to spray wing / fuz lightly with 3M77 and then as it gets tacky to start laying the tape onto it 
starting from the rear of the fuz / wing and using a small overlap of 5 to 10 mm until complete.  
Having already done a few aircraft this way (ME 163 / ME 262 and Tempest) I now tried a slightly 
different tape purchased from Officeworks. It is also 2” wide but is called ‘storage tape’. This is a 
slightly heavier tape, but I believe I have got a better surface because of it. On all curves (wing tips 
etc), I leave an extra 10mm and then using a new blade slit the excess material in narrow sections 
and fold over so that they overlap front to back as well. This method works great and is a real time 
saver. 
 
When covering is complete, I use a heat gun and a soft cloth to help smooth the surfaces down 
completely. I then use my normal covering iron set fairly high to help with all the final smoothing, 
especially wing tips as well as L/E and T/E. 
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Using 400 grit wet and dry I then sanded the entire airframe to take off the gloss surface from the 
tape, to assist with the paint adhesion. 
 
I opted for European theatre colours and decided to spray directly from the can. Up until now, I 
always cut templates for the camouflage schemes, but opted for free hand this time, as if anything 
went drastically wrong, it would not take too much to rectify it. 
 
Using some good photos from a book, I just copied the concept and was very surprised with the 
camouflage finish which took all of a few minutes, after already having sprayed the top and bottom 
plain surfaces on. Invasion stripes finish things for me and this was achieved by masking for the 
white and overlaying the black using black shelvit paper which sticks really well and is easy to use. 
 
After a couple of motor / battery combinations were tested, I have settled on the new Mega 16/25/4 
turn brushless motor swinging an 8 x 6 APC prop with 8 x 1950 FUAP cells for battery power. This 
combo gives me a flight time of between 8 and 10 minutes of positive flight depending on my 
throttle usage. This combo pulls approx 22 amps static on a fresh pack. 
 
 
There is certainly a “WOW” factor for those who have seen it fly. Due to the extremely stable and 
forgiving nature of this aircraft, it is a real pleasure to fly. Much like an aerobatic aircraft, it goes 
where you point it, so don’t expect it to be like a trainer. All of you who have modelled a Spitfire at 
some point know just how unpredictable the stall and handling can be – this aircraft is the 
opposite!!!!! 
 
 
The power plant gives a good grunt factor with a reasonable speed as well. Most manoeuvres can be 
done at a constant speed with continuous large loops a breeze. I was really concerned with the small 
ailerons, however this has been totally unfounded as they are very positive. With the C of G where 

it is, the elevator is quite positive with 
only fairly small movements required. 
I have now completed the final look 
of the model using a laundry marker 
to draw on panel lines and also using 
some of the Shelvit paper to create 
simulated landing gear which has 
come out quite effectively. It is 
amazing how just 30 minutes of work 
has really finished off this project. 
 
 
It is really only a couple of years ago 
that this project would have never 
been contemplated, but with the giant 
leaps forward in battery and motor 
 grateful to S&B models for allowing

me this opportunity to taste their wares. I am certainly looking forward to the next generation of 
Flying Warbirds. 

technology more and more scope is opening to us. I am really  

 
Colin Kahn 
colingk@iprimus.com.au 
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Feature Article – New Aerobitic Schedules 
 
Just as we were comfortably settling into a well trained and easily remembered schedule 
{BANG!!!}, the world championships have come and gone and with that, we are greeted with new 
schedules to be in effect from January 2004.  Although 2004 sounds like it's still "next year," at the 
moment of typing this, that represented only six (yes, 6!!) weeks (and one local competition still to 
go in 2003!). 
 
It is all about timing.  We know that every two years the world championships bring about a change 
in schedules.  The pilots leave the competition aware that they will never again have to fly those 
"old" schedules.  It would be wise for us in Australia to adopt this practice as well.  We currently 
run with the "old" schedules until calendar year end.  I believe the APA is already looking into 
probably aligning itself with the world championships on schedule changes. 
 
Continuing with the timing issue, for some of us who were deservedly promoted to a new category 
recently, it would seem like a waste of time to learn and practice a schedule that we are aware will 
be superseded within only a few weeks.  But I believe the sporting spirit prevails and we definitely 
cannot let a competition go by without participating.  Well done! 
 
Nepean 
 
For those of you who have caught up with the recent updates in the website, you would have 
noticed that in the most recent aerobatic competition at Nepean, DAC had a very significant 
contingent.  DAC was represented by 8 pattern flyers!!  As F3A pilots we know that the secret to 
success is practice.   However, DAC adds another element:  The Team. 
 
You will have also noticed that at Nepean we did not have any pilots in Advanced.  We are hoping 
to see Stuart Davies step up to this category soon, just like David Gibbs has recently stepped up to 
Expert.  This will leave us without any Sportsmen!!!   
 
For those of you sport flyers who are looking at possibly getting into aerobatics at a competitive 
level and would like to give it a try, please approach any of the current F3A pilots and we will be 
more than willing to help you out.  Believe me when I say it is a lot of fun. 
 
Fernando Monge 
 

Feature Article –Mixing the Pitts 
 
Some models just don’t behave out of the box.  It’s a fact of life and a challenge for the owner of 
the model.  Whilst flying the Pitt’s increased my skill level to begin with, I had several incidents 
which scared the pants off me.  The model did some REALLY strange things (such as temporarily 
nose dive when power was suddenly increased and inverted snap when rudder was applied.  Initially 
I just left the rudder alone but as my experience with the model grew I wanted more and decided to 
experiment with mixing. 
 
It’s important to note here that I first corrected the angle of incidence on the top wing (but this is 
outside the scope of the mixing article). 
 
The first stop was conversation with pattern fliers.  The second stop was my radio manual.  An 
important note here; DON’T fool around with settings you don’t understand.  There’s a trimming 
chart in the back which I went through on the following Sunday.  In level flight the rudder would 
make the model roll in the direction of turn and nose dive.  I added opposite aileron mixing to 
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correct the roll.  Several flights were required to get the amount of mixing correct in each direction 
(the required mix was significantly different). 
 
I followed the same procedure with elevator and the end result is a much more flyable aircraft.  I’ve 
reduced (not eliminated) my rudder woes, I can now do stall turns, snap rolls and spins without too 
many dramas.  An added benefit was the impact on takeoff runs – now significantly less scary.  
Current mixing can be seen in the photos below.  Look carefully, left rudder invokes right aileron 
and up elevator, right rudder invokes left aileron and up elevator. 
 

 
 
The jury’s out; for the moment I’m satisfied with the way the model flies but its still awfully 
difficult to land.  I’ve thought about landing mix and talked it through with more experienced 
modellers.  Current thinking is it would be too risky to try…..maybe someday but not today. 
 
Brandon Lappin 
 


